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W

ell, it is that time of year again, hunting season has ended
and with it, hunting withdrawals have set in. However,
this also means annual sportsman’s fundraising banquets
have begun. I can say that this year, I am as excited for the NBU
and other banquets as I have ever been. It seems that during this
past hunting season, I was constantly reminded of why we all go to
the various wildlife fundraisers. I mean after all, I was fortunate
enough to help a friend on a sheep hunt that was made possible in a
large part due to the efforts of NBU. I was also able to chukar hunt
on a previously burned area that sportsmen and the Department of
Wildlife helped reseed through funding and volunteer work. I was
able to help a youth on his first successful mule deer hunt, and I
traveled to two other states where I reaped the benefits of the tireless efforts of their sportsmen and game managers.
Experiences like these are what keep me motivated through
the year and get me excited about fundraisers that support wildlife,
habitat and future sportsmen!
As I am sure many of you have heard, this year’s banquet will be
held at the new Peppermill Tuscany Ballroom and is sure to be an
exciting event at this new venue.
The banquet boasts silent auctions, special raffles, guns,
awesome taxidermy, dinner, drinks, and a live auction including
Governor’s tags, landowner tags, destination trips and hunts, and
should provide a night of fun and entertainment for all who attend.
The dinner will start at 5:30 p.m. Adult tickets are $125.00/person with youth tickets for only $50.00. A table of 10 is available for
$1250.00 (a maximum of 250 tables will be sold).
Please join us for this fundraising event to support wildlife and
habitat.
Thank you for your support, and I look forward to seeing you at
the banquet and afield!
Caleb McAdoo
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G

reetings, and
welcome to our first
newsletter of 2009
and last edition
before our big dinner on Friday
April 3rd, 2009. I have many
topics and hope you all read
this.
First, the board of
directors is working hard to
ensure a smooth transition
for this year’s dinner from the
Grand Sierra Resort to the
Peppermill Resort and Casino.
We decided to move to the
Peppermill to take advantage
of the huge and beautiful
Tuscany Ballroom that will
give much needed additional
space for more tables, displays
and events. We hope this year
will be new and exciting in
many ways and I hope all of
you will remember the event
for years to come. We have
the unique position of having
available tables this year. In
the past, one of the bigger
complaints I have heard is
of people wanting to attend,
but being unable to obtain a
table, or even a seat. While we
enjoyed being sold out every
year, we all sympathized with
donors who were unable to
attend. This year everyone
should be able to get a ticket,
or a table if they desire. All
NBU directors are reaching
out in order to let everyone
know that tables and seats
are indeed available. I am
urging all of our membership
to take on this task as well.
I want that ballroom full of
outdoor enthusiasts again,
and feel I can only accomplish
this with your help! Please
contact friends, relatives or
colleagues and let them know
tickets are available for the
best fundraising dinner for
wildlife in North America. I
want to commission each of
you as directors for the next
two months. Please try to
sell tables, acquire donations
or consider contributing
yourself, together; we will
make this the most successful
fundraiser ever! Feel free

to contact me or any other
board member directly with
table sales or donations. I
really want this dinner to be
the newest and most exciting
banquet ever for Nevada’s
wildlife. I know that with the
current economy many of you
are reluctant to participate
this year. My hope is that this
will be the one night that we
forget about the economic and
political quagmires that give
us pause, and reach deep to
continue to make NBU Reno
the most successful and more
importantly, influential group
in the West! Please, act now!
The dinner is weeks away!
I am so excited about
the big dinner! We have a
beautiful new venue that is
not only bigger, but equipped
with the newest audio and
visual gadgetry available!
This will be breathtaking. We
have tasted the food, and it is
spectacular! I have prodded
all my cohorts and friends to
come up with new ideas and
prizes for the big night. This is
not an evening you will want
to miss. Our new room affords
us some increased creativity.
Please let us know if you have
any ideas or thoughts for the
dinner, now is the time. We
will have new ideas that will
make things fun. Yes you can
still win guns, safes, and more
or bid on tremendous hunts
and trips. We will have great
items, and a few new twists
that will make things a little
more interesting!
I also want to let everyone
who is gracious enough to
help set up for the dinner
know that this year might be
a little different. New room,
venue, new challenges right?
In anticipation of our new
challenges we will begin set
up at the Peppermill ballroom
on Thursday around noon.
Anyone who can make this is
welcome to attend. We would
like to get things off-loaded
and in the room, with floors
marked and be sure we have
all the stuff we need. The bulk

of the actual construction will
still be on Friday and hopefully
proceed without problem. We
all know we will have some
hiccups, but hope by starting
a day early, we will have the
time to perfect our project.
If you can help Thursday,
please do, but I will still need
the bulk of you on Friday
morning to set the room up
and bring in the taxidermy!
Those of you on our volunteer
list will be getting e-mails
with more details. If you are
not on the list, but would like
to help, contact me or any
board member for the details
and thanks to each of you in
advance! It takes hours of
labor, sweat and planning to
make this happen, thanks
for sharing in this incredible
endeavor!
I would like to apologize
to everyone for our website.
We have had a heck of a time
getting this up to speed. Being
technologically challenged
has not helped my cause. I
have heard many concerns
regarding this and thanks
for paying attention. We now
have updated the website and
are in the process of creating
a new website that will
hopefully make future updates
easier and therefore timelier.
I appreciate everyone’s
patience and understanding on
this matter. We will do better
moving forward!
I guess the 2008-2009
hunting season is over, and
I hope everyone was as
successful as I was. I was
able to harvest my first ram
ever! I did this with a bow,
accompanied by my closest
friends and supported by
many others and family!
What a great experience.
This really puts all the hard
work we have put into this
resource into perspective for
me, making it all worthwhile.
I hope everyone gets to share
in this experience. After years
of applying for a tag, I was
stunned to finally draw one,
and even more humbled by

the experience than I thought
I would be. What a great and
life changing event! I am
definitely hooked and hope I
know someone who is lucky
enough to draw next year who
would be willing to allow me
to tag along! I also had a great
chukar season highlighted
by the emergence of my new
shorthair, Jackson. He is
only 7 months old, but had
a great year despite being
outworked most days by my
older dog, Zeke. Zeke is seven
years old and in his prime.
I think he had an error free
season and Jackson was a
mere annoyance to him. I had
some great times and further
cemented some already
treasured friendships! I guess
in the end, memories, friends
and family is what it is all
about.
In closing, I want to thank
everyone who has worked so
hard to make NBU great. We
are an organization filled with
selfless individuals who work
hard to succeed. I am proud
to be a part of this and serve
as president. Please know I
am humbled by all that NBU
has accomplished and hope
in some small way I am able
to be a part of this. I ask all
of you to continue to serve
NBU and assist in our only
fundraiser of the year. This
night we will raise all the
funds we will be able to spend
for wildlife in 2009. Become
involved, sell a table, donate
an item and be sure to be there
yourself. It will be a great
year! Friday night, April 3rd
at the Peppermill Resort and
Casino, a night of fun, friends
and stories with no politics! I
will see you there!
Contact me anytime with
ideas, donations or questions!
Sincerely,
Jim Nelson
N2elk@charter.net
or call at 721-1930

PINYON-JUNIPER
ENCROACHMENT

T

hough you won’t
see it on the nightly
news, encroachment
into wildlife habitat
of two common western
evergreen trees, singleleaf
pinyon pine and juniper
(western and Utah), is a
huge problem for wildlife
throughout much of the
Intermountain West, choking
valuable sagebrush and
mountain brush communities
(see Dr. Charles Kay’s article
in the Sep/Oct 06 issue of
Mule Deer Magazine).
Since European
settlement of the West
and of mule deer country,
several major influences
to wildlife habitat include:
1. The removal of native
peoples from the landscape
(along with their frequent
ignitions of vegetation), 2.
The introduction of livestock
and the associated removal
of fine fuels, and 3. The direct
suppression of wildfire, has
resulted in drastic reduction
in fire frequency, which in
turn, has led to widespread

And the problem
continues to worsen. A
recent study (Age structure
and expansion of piñonjuniper woodlands: a
regional perspective in the
Intermountain West. Forest
Service, Rocky Mountain
Research Station Paper
69. 2007, available
online at http://
www.treesearch.
fs.fed.us/
pubs/29327)
concludes
that:
“Prior
to 1860 two
thirds of the
landscape
was treeless
and occupied
by sagebrushsteppe
communities.
Today, less than
one-third of the
landscape remains
treeless and more than 90
percent of the trees have
established since the 1860s.
This data supports active

If that statement by well
respected experts doesn’t
raise your concerns about
wildlife habitat in general,
and about mule deer habitat
in particular, I don’t know

increases in pinyon-juniper
distribution and density
at the expense of wildlife
habitat. In the Great Basin,
for example, the area
covered by pinyon-juniper
woodlands has increased 10fold since the late 1800’s.

management in tree removal
for over half the landscape. In
the absence of disturbance,
woodlands will continue to
expand, mature, and close,
with the majority of these
woodlands reaching Phase 3
over the next 40 to 50 years.”

woodlands are dominated
by trees, support little or
no other plant life, and as
a result, have very little
value as wildlife habitat.
As the Nevada Department
of Wildlife Mule Deer
Management Plan warns:
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what will. In case you
are wondering, Phase 3

AND A BOOTSTRAP SOLUTION
“Pinyon-Juniper forests
provide thermal cover for
mule deer, but dense stands
reduce understory plant
productivity and diversity,
increase site aridity, and
accelerate soil erosion.
Pinyon juniper conditions
throughout much of Nevada
are having negative impacts
on mule deer and other
wildlife.”
In many parts of
the West, large areas
of bitterbrush on
mule deer winter
ranges will be lost to
pinyon-juniper over
the next several
decades. High
elevation summer
range, because of its
scarcity, is probably
even more limiting
to mule deer in many
parts of the semi-arid
West. Increasing densities
of pinyon and juniper is
severely degrading this
habitat. As trees begin to
dominate sites, the shrubgrass-forb understory is
essentially lost or greatly
reduced through a variety
of inhibitive processes.
Once this pinyon-juniper
domination has occurred,
conversion back to more
diverse plant communities
is extremely difficult and
expensive.
Why, you might ask, don’t
we simply re-introduce fire
to the landscape in order
to control pinyon-juniper?
Well, fire is a useful tool in
some cases, but over the past
140 years, fuel loading has
increased so tremendously
that fires now burn much
hotter than in the past, often
wiping out all desirable
vegetation or even sterilizing
soils. Introduced annual
weeds such as cheatgrass
often dominate after a fire,
preventing re-establishment
of native vegetation. The
possibility of escaped fire, with
its threat to human life and
property, is also a concern.
continued next page
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A Modest Solution
In 2005, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), Battle
Mountain District, NV, in
partnership with University
of Nevada Cooperative
Extension, kick-started a
program called “Bootstraps”,
which puts out-of-school
young adults to work on
wildlife habitat improvement
projects on public lands.
Although the program
was launched on a shoestring
budget, Bootstraps
crews have completed an
impressive list of wildlife
habitat enhancement
projects. Recently, the
program has focused most
of its time and energy on the
chainsaw thinning of pinyonjuniper in several central
Nevada mountain ranges.
This year, Bootstraps crews
have been targeting pinyon-

juniper encroachment
on 2,000 acres of prime
sage grouse and mule deer
summer habitat in the
upper elevations of the
Roberts Mountains about 30
miles northwest of Eureka,
Nevada (see photos) where
thousands of small trees
will eventually dominate the
habitat if left untreated.
Chainsaw thinning
of pinyon-juniper is
labor intensive, but has
advantages over other
removal methods, such as
fire, chaining (dragging a
ship’s anchor chain between
two bulldozers) and other
mechanized treatment
methods. This is not to say
that other pinyon-juniper
removal methods aren’t
useful, but chainsawing
minimizes damage to
desirable vegetation and
archeological sites and can be

applied selectively, allowing
old-growth trees to remain on
the landscape.
Chainsaw thinning is
most cost effective where
trees are relatively small
and have not reached
great densities. Bootstraps
crews camp on-site, greatly
reducing expenses and
travel time to remote project
locations. To date, funding
has been primarily by BLM,
with recent support from
Nevada Bighorns UnlimitedReno, National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation, Nevada
Department of Wildlife and
the Mule Deer Foundation.
Although the Bootstraps
program won’t, by itself,
solve the pinyon-juniper
problem, it is perhaps a
model that could be widely
duplicated across the West.
In a world where much
well-intended wildlife

project planning never
bears fruit, the Bootstraps
program forges partnerships
between local communities,
sportsman’s groups, state
and federal partners that
lead to tangible, on-theground results. As a bonus,
the program provides
young adults with their first
real-life work experience
and an introduction to
natural resource issues
and problems. We think the
project has tremendous
potential to grow and to do
great things for wildlife. n
Written by: Mike Stamm
Mike Stamm is a wildlife
biologist with the BLM,
Battle Mountain District in
Nevada.

DANDY RAMS

I

t’s black out there
and a 50 mile an
hour wind screams
through the flap of
our little wall tent. I strike a
match and start a stove fire
under the old percolator. Jon
stirs in his cot and blurts out,
“Where’s my coffee?!”
“Patience Mr. Connelly, patience.”
Our plan is similar to yesterday’s. We’ll close the flap on
the wall tent and march up
Joshua Wash by headlamp
and try to be on top of Yellow
Horn Rock Pile by daybreak.
Yesterday, we were a little
late and a ewe nearly ran Jon
over before we got settled
into our respective rock piles
above the Spaghetti Bowl.
Spaghetti Bowl? Well, not
unlike some wild freeway interchange, there were nearly
40 desert bighorn sheep
wandering in all directions
in this mountain basin only a
few days prior.
This morning, we’re up at
0350 hr. Over breakfast, Jon
watches as I pull the 7.65
Argentine Mauser out of its
case. “You chicken’in out
already? Oh man!”
“Yes sir, I am.” Pain from
the prior day’s events is still
palpable in my voice. It was
0730 hr early yesterday
morning when Jon ran over
the hill and alerted me to
the fact that three dandy
rams were marching up
the draw below him. Soon,
they were bedded down on
a sunlit slope of cliffrose,
ephedra and piñon not 175
yards from my position. I
was hauled up under an old
north slope piñon watching the whole thing. The
58 caliber Springfield was
loaded and leaning against
a fork in a tree branch, F2
black powder, spit patch,
lead round ball and musket
cap all in their proper posi-
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tions. Ten yards apart, the
three rams lulled in morning
sunshine, sometimes turning their ¾ curl, broomed
off headgear slowly to
one side or the other,
sometimes standing, stretching
or scratching
a small rock
out of their
beds and
once again
lying down.
We were
so close to
these animals that
even on
low power,
our spotting
scopes would
display only
one animal at a
time. On high power,
we analyzed every
white hair in their long
johns, every ripple in their
chocolate coats, every
chip, crack and crevasse
in their yellow horns.
Yet, the muzzleloader
remained in the fork
of the piñon. These
rams certainly were
way out of range for
this pilgrim.
I thought about leaving the security of my
lone pine and attempting
a head on crawling stalk.
The wind was right. The
brush covered slope would
provide intermittent cover.
But every time I moved a
boot to test the mountain,
the clatter of my vertical
rock pile seemed to elicit
a response from one of the
sheep. Each in turn burned a
hole through my position for
several minutes before looking away to chew some more
cud. I went back to staring
at the lovely scene. This went
on for two hours. The singleleaf piñon I was under also
had served as a bed for many
a bighorn over the decades.
The beds were burrowed

deep in the duff, which was
equal parts pea gravel, pine

needles
and sheep crap. I began to
wonder if this north slope
shade bed ever figured prominently into the daily activities of this ram group.
Not 15 minutes after that
thought had occurred to me,
one ram stood up slowly,
shook off, and began walking
purposefully on a contour
and in a half circle around
the basin roughly toward my
side of the mountain. I pulled

the Springfield from its fork,
found a dead rest and followed the animal through
its morning walk…150…125
yards. It disappeared into
one of the many ravines
at 100 yards. The cold
wind continued to
howl. My eyes continued to water. He
reappeared closer. I tried to control the shake.
The shake only
intensified…85
…75 …65 yards.
If he continued
in this manner,
the tangent this
magnificent animal scribed across
our mountain slope
would end in my
piñon bed and he would
close the distance
within five minutes. This could
not be happening. It disappeared into
another
ravine.
Should I
let it walk
right into
bed and
stick this
Springfield in
its ear? It
reappeared
on a rise 55
yards away.
No way. Surely
it would detect me
before then. With the
animal hidden in one more
ravine, one click, double click
and the hammer was in full
double lock position, rear
sight lined up low and centered in the front sight where
the ram was set to reappear.
At 45 yards it did reappear
and walked into the ravine
directly below me…35 yards.
I aimed as low as I dared,
breathed out, squeezed
BOOM SMOKE FIRE. A lead
round ball smashed into the
rocks immediately above the
continued next page
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bighorn’s back. I reloaded
and watched as three dandy
rams regrouped and made
their way jauntily out of the
Spaghetti Bowl, up and over
Polaris Pass. I scoured the
rocky slope for any sign
of blood or bone or
hair. There was none.
This is all on the
front burner as
we finish our coffee and wander
silently into
the blackness
of another Nye
County wilderness dawn. The
November wind
has not let up.
It intensifies and
cuts through our
five layers of clothing. Thankfully, the
route becomes nearly
vertical, and for a
time we begin to
produce our own
heat. Before
long, the
headlamps
are turned
off and we
settle once
again into our
rock piles for
a little look
around. Morning light spills
into the basin from
the east. Sheep spill
in from the northwest.
A small herd of 16 animals
browse and banter their way
among piñon, juniper, cliffrose, sage, rock outcrops
and talus. Now and again the
occasional ewe or ram beds
as other members of the herd
continue to graze. The lambs
refuse to sit still. They romp
and joust and play. Dark-eyed
juncos flit about the herd,
indignant.
Today, their tangent takes
them far above our current
positions on Yellow Horn
Rock Pile. For three hours
we drink in the proceedings.

What a blessing it is to observe this icon of the Mojave,
the very essence of this

desert wilderness distilled in
our field of view. Eventually,
they trickle out of the basin
and out of view, never coming closer than 400 yards. I
consider returning to camp
for a mid-morning snooze,
to make up for some of the
lost sleep after four days of
living in this wind tunnel, but
something tells me to take
one more look around the
rock outcrop where the herd
has just disappeared.
I remove the pack and make

my way up the mountain
slope to this new rock pile
lookout. One furtive glance
through a crack in the burgundy outcrop reveals 16
bedded sheep. Nine ewes,
four lambs and three
rams soak up the
sun on a steep
Ephedra covered mountain
slope, not 130
yards away.
They appear
to be arranged in a
tight circle
around the
lead ram.
The six-yearold is a

dark chocolate
brown, his horns a
cream yellow in the
sun. Now and again, his
neck turns slowly left or
right, his harem staring off
in all directions of the compass. All four lambs are even
taking a break. One older ewe
in particular seems to be staring especially hard at my rock
pile. I don’t move an eyelash
until she looks away.
The incessant wind continues
its relentless and favorable
shriek. It takes my scent
straight away from these bedded animals. So, I continue to
stand and stare through the
scope, through the split in the
rock, waiting for an opportunity, waiting for a clear shot.
Fifteen minutes…30…45
…60 minutes, an hour and a
half flies by and the animals

barely move a muscle.Random parts of my body fall
asleep. I work desperately
to keep blood flowing to all
extremities.
The air warms slightly. One
ewe pushes up heavily from
the ground and begins to
graze. Slowly, one by one,
ewes and lambs rise and
graze in close proximity to
the rams. I look at the fouryear-old and tell him, that if
things go differently from yesterday, this may be his lucky
day. No more playing second
fiddle, no more sucking hind
tit. I concentrate on the task
at hand; the steady exhale,
the trigger squeeze, the “aim
small, miss small”. I tamp
down the shake, focus, focus.
Whether it is a slight
change in wind direction,
or him spying a rival ram
making its way up Yucca
Wash, I can’t say. However, perhaps 20 minutes
after the entire herd has
cleared his position, he
jumps up abruptly, takes two
steps up hill, stands broadside and dies, crashing to the
desert floor high up in his
southern Nevada wilderness
home.
In minutes, Jon is up the hill
with my carving implements
and meat bags. “Wow, beautiful dandy ram.”
A deep melancholy already is
setting in. “Isn’t he? Aren’t
they all?”
“Yes they are Jon. Yes they
are.”
I say a little silent prayer
for Nevada’s remaining wild
lands and all of their wild
things. n
© Jon Hutchings 2008

LATHROP-CAPURRO
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

A

s August rolls
around and
hunters begin
to pour into the
countryside with archery
tags, I know that my second summer as a LathropCapurro scholar is coming to
its end. College classes will
start up in a few short weeks,
and I will leave the Eastern
region to continue my education. As you may or may
not know my name is Bobby
Jones and I am a participant
in the above-named scholarship program, named in the
memory of James Lathrop
and Wayne Capurro, both
tireless conservationists. Nevada Bighorns Unlimited and
the Nevada Wildlife Record
Book underwrite the scholarship program, thus allowing
me the opportunity to work
as a Conservation Aid for
the Nevada Department of
Wildlife (NDOW) alongside
many different biologists.
This year, I was privileged to
be stationed in Elko where I
worked all over the Eastern
Region.
My first working day this
year happened to be a sagegrouse survey with game
biologist Russell Woolstenhulme. We surveyed the east
side of the Cherry Creek
Range for sage-grouse. It was
the middle of May and even
though numbers had tapered
off, we still managed to find
25 grouse on a few different
leks. We could have missed a
couple because sage-grouse
are found using new leks
quite often. Luckily it isn’t
too difficult to spot these
strutting birds!
That happened to be the last
day of the late-spring period that Russell looked for
grouse, so the next couple
days I spent with game biologist Kari Huebner. The first
day Kari and I conducted
a dove survey. This was a
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quick survey where we simply drove a stretch of road
looking for doves. We looked
for doves out of the truck
which was easy enough but
we also stopped every mile
and listened for dove calls for
exactly three minutes. We
kept that up for 20 miles. It
may seem like an ineffective
way to survey doves but it’s
important to conduct this
survey the same way for
years so accurate long-term
data can be compiled. We saw
four dove and heard another
three — this was six more
doves than Kari’s previous
survey of that stretch of road
the year prior when she only
heard one dove.
We had left the office the
morning of the dove survey
at 3:30 a.m. Getting up that
early, I was happy to hear
it wasn’t just for the dove
survey. We checked a few
different guzzlers nearby
that were showing some elk
use. No big bulls were spotted
on this trip, but we did find
where some cattle had damaged the pipe rail fence that
encompassed one of the guzzlers. Thankfully the damage
wasn’t too serious and could
be fixed relatively easily.
Afterwards, I was sent down
to Ely to meet up with game
biologist Mike Podborny who
works in Eureka. We commuted to Wayne E. Kirch
Wildlife Management Area
where we spent the night.
We picked up some supplies
from Area Manager Dana
Johnson and drove out to fix
another pipe rail fence that
had been damaged by cows.
We didn’t make it back to the
management area until dark,
but once we returned Mike
cooked an impressive dinner. Starting early the next
morning, we left Kirch along
with a couple of BLM employees to check on some more
guzzlers. Thankfully these

guzzlers were not damaged
in any way, shape or form.
On our way back to Kirch we
made a big loop and scanned
the flats for pronghorn. We
found quite a few, which was
great since a large number
of pronghorn were released
there earlier in the year.
With the better part of the
afternoon spent checking for
colored ear tags that marked
the previously captured
antelope, my trip with Mike
was over almost as quickly as
it began.

their long life spans. Due to
a large number of coyotes
being protected inside the
refuge fence, the Ruby Marsh
yielded fewer colts than some
meadows that were heavily grazed by cattle. Without
a doubt, Mike’s research is
going to make him one of the
few sandhill crane gurus in
the western half of the United
States.

such a big group, because
we were clearing the ground
with shovels for the addition of another boss tank to
a big game guzzler site. After
clearing the slot, we brought
the Boss tank down the hill,
hooked it up to the collection
surface (apron), and refilled
everything. Thanks to every-

My next assignment was a
reseeding effort on the east
side of the Ruby Mountains
near Ruby Lake. This project
was run by game biologist
Tony Wasley. Tony explained
to me that the stretch of
bench area we were reseeding was actually a major
migratory path for deer.
When it last burned
and1.was
Photo
A ferruginous hawk nest
seeded, natural deer forage
one helping out, it made for a
struggled to come back. With
pretty quick day.
such heavy mule deer use it
made for an important projI have been on many difect. A contract crew came in
ferent projects with lots of
to spray a large area of crest- different biologists but my
ed wheat grass that would
next survey was going to be
be killed off so that when
with diversity biologist Pete
Tony came back to reseed
Bradley and would be my
the area with deer browse,
first out of a helicopter. Ever
it would have a much better
since my interview to become
chance of taking. We walked
a Lathrop-Capurro Scholar,
the perimeter with GPS units I have anticipated a helicopso that Tony could bring the
ter survey and my first time
data up on his computer to
in the Jet Ranger didn’t fall
accurately assess how much
short of my expectations. It
square acreage was being
was a windy day but lucky
sprayed and also how much
for me we still conducted the
seed he would need to cover
ferruginous hawk survey.
that area.
Not only had I not heard of a
ferruginous hawk, but come
My next project with Tony
to find out, I learned females
actually took place at Valley
can be about the same size
Mountain. Habitat biologist
as male golden eagles. These
Katie Miller, game wardens
large hawks pick the tops
Jerry Smith, Don Klebenow,
of junipers for their nestFred Esparza, and a couple of ing sites which was exactly
the other game biologists inwhat we were looking for.
cluding Kari and Russell and
When I was in the chopper,
Gary Branzell also particiwe surveyed the bench area
pated in this guzzler tank inof Spruce Mountain, Valley
stallment project. We needed
Mountain and some of the
continued next page
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accompanying
I may aspen
band
these young
Photo 3. Thearea.
volunteer
fencing
crew.birds so I
have gotten a little queasy,
assisted in their capture and
but no matter, it was a great
helped place metal federal
experience!
bands, white high-visibility
PVC bands and small radios
on the colts. I spent a good
deal of time working with
Mike running down colts and
attempting to capture adult
cranes with spotlights at
night.

Photo 2. A banded sandhill crane
colt.
While on the topic of birds, I
haven’t dealt with before, I
got the opportunity to work
with Mike Laca, a student at
UNR, who was conducting
some field work for NDOW’s
Northeastern Sandhill Crane
Colt Survival Study. The first
month, I didn’t see him much,
because he was in the field
every day recording territories, nest sites and live chicks
(called colts). It came time to

I am eager to hear what
Mike’s findings tell us about
this sandhill crane breeding population. The study is
aimed at finding out more
information on what contributes to colt mortality. Even
with only one year of research, early numbers show
that coyote predation and
drowning are two of the leading causes of death. This is
nothing new, but overall colt
survival is poor. On the Ruby
Marsh Wildlife Refuge we
were able to monitor cranes
very closely thanks to the
help of Jeff Mackey, the local
U.S. Fish and Wildlife biologist. With Jeff’s help, we were
able to capture multiple colts
on the refuge and acquired
some surprising data. Only
one out of the sixteen colts on
the marsh lived long enough
to fly. The number of cranes
needed for recruitment each
year is debatable because of

I was able to contribute time
to other projects as well.
Game biologist Ken Gray sent
me out to part of the Jarbidge
Wilderness to complete an elk
survey, where I came across
the largest live bull elk I’ve
spotted in the last eighteen
years. It was actually my first
time into the Jarbidge, a very
impressive area to say the
least! Then Kari sent me to
Devils Table and the Badlands
in search of bighorn sheep
but without any success. I
did manage to find a couple of
sage-grouse broods along with
quite a few Huns which were
nice finds, since as far as I
can tell, we didn’t have a very
good year for chukar.
Later in the summer, I spent
my weekend with an awesome group of volunteers
on an aspen regeneration
project led by Norv Dallin of
the Conservation Education
Division, along with diversity
biologists Rory Lamp and
Pete Bradley. This particular
area had recently burned
and many small aspen have
started to grow. To help protect these aspen this group of
people volunteered their time
to help construct a pipe rail
fence around the small aspen
stands that are left. Aspen
stands are extremely important because they provide
homes, at least partially, for
51% of Nevada’s bird species
along with an array of small
mammals and act as big game
safe havens and fawning
areas for deer.

Huge aspen stands are often
comprised of only one or two
different individual aspen
clones. In some stands every
tree shares the same genetic
makeup making each tree
just a clone of the other. This
is why aspen is the largest
living organism on the planet.
Of course I didn’t know all
of this before the volunteer
trip which made this a great
learning experience.
I really do enjoy learning new
things, and I do love college,
but that doesn’t make it easy
to end my summer here at
NDOW. I actually have two
more weeks of work ahead
that are completely packed
full of things to be doing
which is the reason I have
to write this report just a
hair early. Next I will be on a
backpacking trip with diversity biologists Pete Bradley,
Brad Bauman and Christy
Klinger in the Pine Forest
Range doing small mammal
research. Soon after that trip
I will be helping Mike Laca
rocket net a large group of
sandhill cranes before my
summer has run its course.
I thought last summer was
quick, but I will have to say
with the addition of weekend fishing with Mike in the
eastern region and baseball
tournaments this summer, it
has been my shortest yet!
Of course I would like to
thank the NDOW biologists in the Eastern Region
for their guidance and for
another unforgettable summer, but I would also like to
thank the people behind the
scenes, Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited and the Nevada
Wildlife Record Book for
their funding of this great
program! n

LATHROP-CAPURRO
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

T

he summer’s end is
near and I am busy
working the last
few days of my first
year as a Lathrop-Capurro
Scholar making sure all my
stuff is ready to leave for
Reno. When I learned I had
received a Lathrop-Capurro
scholarship I was both
excited and unsure of what
lay ahead. My family and
friends were happy for me,
but also sarcastically said
“so what do you do, sit there
with a clicker and count animals?” I just laughed along
with them and told them
they needed to supply me
with the clicker.
When I arrived my first day
after the paperwork I sat
down with my supervisor
Steve Kimble and we discussed what I would be doing
and also what I was interested in. After introductions
and a quick tour of the office
and warehouse, I was already off on my first assignment. Steve handed me the
keys to my truck and I was
off to the Overton Wildlife
Management Area (OWMA)
to do a Canada goose survey
for Craig Mortimore, NDOW’s
waterfowl coordinator. This
was easy for me because I
already knew OWMA manager Keith Brose and the
area very well. Although the
geese were not around I did
get to help with the release
of 150 banded geese later
that day. The next few days
were spent in the office and
around the valley contacting various golf courses and
parks that had a potential
goose population.
Once I completed that survey
Pat Cummings assigned me
to conduct Gambles quail
brood surveys. I drove down
to Searchlight and checked
different small game guzzlers
in the Searchlight series and
the Highland series taking
note of the maintenance
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needs and water levels. I also
investigated a few springs in
the area to assess the water
availability for wildlife. One
guzzler I came across was
empty. When I got back to
the office and mentioned
it to Pat, he asked if I was
willing to drive back and put
200 gallons of water into the
tank. I was more than happy
to; so we put the water tank
on the back of my truck and
I hauled in the 200 hundred
gallons to the guzzler. The
next morning after I had
pumped the water into the
tank. I went back to that
guzzler to find there were
over 100 quail there. It made
me feel good knowing that I
helped them survive. Once
I was completed with that, I
chose the guzzler and spring
that I wanted to conduct my
surveys at. This assignment
was rewarding for me because I got the opportunity
to observe quail and other
birds, like doves, come in to
the water and feed.
I spent some time researching dove trapping techniques.
The goal was for 200 mourning doves in each region to
be trapped, banded, sexed,
aged and released. Steve, Pat
and I talked about areas that
might produce, and different trapping ideas. Pat and I
decided to drive out to Corn
Creek Station in the Desert
National Wildlife Refuge Area
to pre-bait and get a general
idea of the amount of dove
in the area. Although we did
not see many, we did hear a
lot around. During that week
I had the normal routine of
waking up before sunrise and
driving out to Corn Creek
to set the traps and put bait
in the traps. After the traps
were set I spent the rest of
the time driving and checking various springs that Pat
had not been able to check
in a while. The trapping did
not go well. Since I did not
see doves around the trap for

in, and he asked if I wanted
to have a change and do some
telemetry work with him the
next morning. There was no
thought in my answer, just a
‘yes’. I had always wanted to
learn how to use telemetry
equipment and this was my
chance. I was excited when,
Pat gave me the green light
to take off a day from dove
trapping.

the few days of
effort I decided to
move. I decided I
would do better
setting traps at
the OWMA. When
I mentioned the
change to Pat and
Steve they told
me to take care of
the turkey brood
survey while I
was up there.
For the remainder of that week
I put out bait and
went around to
spots that I had
seen turkeys in
the many hunting seasons I had
spent up there
helping friends.
The dove trapping came to a
pause (with none
banded) when
I was asked to
go along with
some other seasonal aids and
Southern Region nongame
biologist, Christy Klinger, to
Tonopah to help on a Columbian spotted frog survey. There I met nongame
biologists, Brad Bauman,
Teri Slatauski and several
other biologists from different agencies like the United
States Fish and Wildlife
Service, United States Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management. The week
spent there was fun chasing the frogs through rushes
and sedges and trying to be
lightning quick with the nets.
I even had a few chances to
insert pit tags. This was by
far one of my favorite assignments because I got to camp
out and enjoy the outdoors
with a fun group of people.
When I returned, it was back
to dove trapping and turkey
brood surveys. Day after day,
I would return with the bad
news, “No doves today.” So,
one day I decided I would

The next morning we left the
office around 4:00a.m. and
headed to the Highlands and
the McCulloughs to look for
a few of the collared bighorn
sheep that had not been seen
for a few months. Matt gave
me a quick lesson on how
to use the telemetry tools
and what I was listening
for. He started out searching first and then the next
spot, he let me try. I turned
it on and started scanning
the mountain side when I
heard a faint beep. My first
build a different style trap
than the quail traps I had
been using. The trap I built
was simple and as Matt Jeffress said, “Were you reading
Tom Sawyer when you built
it?” The design was an open
door which is held up by a
metal pin attached to some
fishing line. When the line is
pulled, the door drops. The
reason I thought this design
would work better is because
the doves did not like the
tunnel on the other trap.
Everyday I would set all the
traps, including my own,
and check them every two
hours. I would watch doves
hang around the traps but
never go in. I felt like I would
be letting the guys at the
office down if I didn’t catch
any doves. When I came in I
was always greeted by Matt
at the door with “How was
the dove trapping?” and my
same response would be, “I
can feel it. They are getting
close.” Then one day I came
continued next page
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attempt at telemetry, and I
had already found one of the
sheep Matt had been looking
for! We continued on scanning and writing down data.
Then when I located a collar,
the beep was louder then any
previously, and Matt told me
we could probably see the
sheep. We both got out our
binoculars and scanned the
hillside when Matt said he
spotted them. Two rams were
about 450 yards away from
us. We were both ecstatic as
we sat there and watched
them try to get water out of a
barrel cactus. We decided to
keep going down the road and
check for more signals. When
we got another strong signal,
it was back to the binoculars
and scanning the hillside.
Again we spotted the sheep
so we got the spotting scope
out to look for the collar. We
checked every sheep in that
herd and did not find a collar.
I then continued to look for

more sheep in the area when
I spotted a nice ram sunning
himself on a big flat rock.
There was no collar on him,
but it was still nice to see the
ram. Matt and I were amazed
as we watched him lay down
on a rock in the middle of the
day with a temperature of 110
degrees. This assignment is at
the top of my list for favorites.
The next morning it was back
to dove trapping and turkey
surveys. Once I set the traps,
I decided to look for turkeys
in a field someone had mentioned to me, and then come
pick up the traps. When I
returned to the traps I noticed a bird in one, and it was
not the usual quail that that
had been there in the past - it
was my first dove! Excited,
I grabbed the band and the
banding pliers,hopped out of
the truck and put the band
on. I aged and sexed the bird,
then released it. Once he was

released I returned to the
truck and recorded the data.
When I returned to the office
with a big smirk on my face,
Pat told me that Steve and
Matt also caught two doves,
and they were in a cage in the
shade. I grabbed the banding
equipment and took care of
the other two young birds. Finally all the time put into my
trapping efforts had paid off.
I have had an educational
and exciting experience
working with NDOW this
summer and I want to
thank Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited - Reno and the
Nevada Wildlife Record
Book for supporting this
scholarship program. I
think it provides great opportunities and I am glad
that I got to experience
what it’s like to be a biologist. I cannot wait to see
what the next years have
to offer. n

UPCOMING WILDLIFE COMMISSION MEETINGS
Wildlife Commission

Tentative Date

Location

Topic

Meeting

May 15 & 16

Reno

Big Game Status Report and
Quota Setting

Go to the NDOW website http://www.ndow.org/learn/com/ to get the complete list of tentative meeting dates and agendas and to learn more about the Wildlife Commission and how you can participate.

Three Nevada Heritage Tags Highlight NNSCI Banquet 2009

T

he Northern Nevada Chapter of the Northern Nevada Safari Club International will hold its 14th Annual Fundraising Banquet and Auction on Friday, March 13, 2009 at the New Downtown Ballroom in Reno. The event will
feature a large silent auction, live auction and raffles for great gear and guns. The live auction will feature fine
art and outdoor adventures from around the world. The highlight of the live auction will be the 3 Nevada Heritage
Tags that have been awarded to the chapter for turkey, pronghorn antelope and mule deer. There are only a handful of
these Heritage or “Governor” Tags available each year. The tags allow a person to hunt any open unit in the state with any
weapon for an extended season. All proceeds from the tags will be returned to the Heritage Fund administered by the Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners. The funds are used to support wildlife improvement projects throughout the state.
Phone-in bids will be accepted, but remote bidders must be pre-qualified. For more specific information about these tags
or bidding information please contact Chapter President Jeremy Drew at 775-843-9109 or email nnsci@aol.com.

Reserve Your Seat
for the Biggest and Best

Nevada Bighorn’s Unlimited
29th Annual Banquet & Auction
This year in the new 62,000 square foot Tuscany
Ballroom at the Peppermill Resort Spa Casino

Friday, April 3, 2009

Doors open at 5:30pm, Free Drinks
until 7:00pm, when Dinner is served.

Don’t Miss the Governor’s Heritage
Tags Auction and So Much More
with Surprises in Store!
As the host hotel, Peppermill invites NBU to come enjoy
drinks, dinner, an exciting auction, and socializing with
other NBU members! Make it a luxurious weekend retreat
and experience the newest additions including our all-suite
Tuscany Tower and 3-story crown jewel Spa Toscana.
For those wishing to stay at the hotel, please be sure to
make your reservations early by calling RESERVATIONS
866-821-9996. Use the code “MNBURN” for special NBU
rates.

Win a 2009 Polaris Ranger RZR 800cc EFI 4x4
Buy tickets while they last
for NBU’s Special
Pre-Banquet Raffle by
calling Jim Nelson at
775/721-1930
or Dennis Wilson at
775/750-7397.
$20 per ticket or
$100 for six tickets
Drawing to be held at the
Banquet on April 3rd.
Need not be present to win!
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Is Your Heart Starting to Pound?

LATHROP-CAPURRO
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
My Best
Summer
Ever

A

s a young boy, I
grew up watching my dad be a
firefighter and
loving every second of it.
Since then I always knew I
wanted a job that made me
just as happy as firefighting
did to my dad. Oh Man, I have
found that job and much,
much more. But unfortunately, like all good things,
my best summer ever has to
come to an end. However, the
memories, friendships, and
experiences from my first
summer as a Lathrop-Capurro Scholar will stick with
me forever. I can only begin
to describe my gratitude
towards Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited (NBU), the Nevada
Wildllfie Record Book and the
individuals at the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW)
that have given me the opportunity of a lifetime.
Week 1: My first official day
began on June 23 and I was
more nervous and nauseous
than ever. For the first time
in my life I was leaving the
cattle ranch I had been working on for years and taking
a job I had no experience in
or truly any clue on what I
would be doing at all. When
I showed up in Reno I did
find some relief after meeting with my supervisor Mike
Dobel. Mike explained to me
that Adam Burnside (another
L-C Scholar) and I would be
together all summer and to
start the summer we would
be actually heading down
to my home in the Carson
Valley to work with NDOW
biologist Carl Lackey. I was
immediately excited, because
I’ve never had any contact
with bears! I knew I was in
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for a great summer. Once
Adam and I got our work
truck (which we named
“Sweet Cheyenne”) we
headed down to the valley to
meet Carl and find out what
we would be doing. Once we
met Carl we immediately
headed up to Tahoe to set
up a bear trap. We were first
taught how to set the trap
at Tahoe Ridge where a bear
had been breaking into motel
rooms and then Carl showed
us how telemetry worked.
Over the course of the week
Adam and I did telemetry
from Franktown to Diamond
Peak Ski Resort in hopes of
locating the signals of some
radioed bears. Then one
morning Carl gave me a call
telling me that our Tahoe
Ridge trap had caught a bear
the night before. I quickly
threw on my uniform picked
up Adam and headed to the
trap. When we met up with
Carl he explained to us that
the bear would have to be
put down. So we took the
bear to a secluded area and
Carl showed us how to tranquilize a bear and take hair
and blood samples.
As we put the bear down my
respect for Carl and his work
grew. We ended the week
by driving out to Sunrise
pass for a sage-grouse brood
survey in which we unfortunately only counted one
sage-grouse.
Week 2: My second week
of work continued to show
me the diverse experiences
I would encounter over the
summer. To start the week,
Adam, Carl, and I drove to
Mason Valley Wildlife Management Area to detonate a
beaver dam that had stopped
the flow of water through the
refuge. Carl explained to us
the chemistry of mixing the
different accelerants and
setting up the fuses. When it
came time to blow the dam,

and ended up getting off the
river around 9:00 PM. The
following day, we did telemetry
for biologist Chris Hampson.
He sent us to find a couple of
radioed bighorn ewes and see
how she and her lamb were doing. We also spent a day up in
the Virginia Mountains looking for sage-grouse and seeing
some of the best antelope I had
ever seen.

Adam and myself both had
to yell, “Fire in the HOLE!”
three times to make sure
there wasn’t any anglers or
bystanders near the dam.
When the dam blew, it was
like a redneck 4th of July,
with grass and tree trunks
flying through the air onto
the surrounding fields. Over
the next day’s, Carl told us
we needed to find a certain
bear that we hadn’t been able
to find on foot so far. So he
told us that one of us would
be able to go up and fly and
look for the bear. Unfortunately I lost the coin toss
and Adam got to go up in the
plane. Once they got a good
idea from the airplane on
where the bear was at. Adam,
Carl and I drove up to Little
Valley to find him. After
hours of walking through
thick vegetation and trying
to figure out confusing telemetry signals, we were unsuc-

cessful in finding our bear.
Week 3: Carl gave us an
exciting task of doing telemetry for a bear while we
floated down the east fork
of the Carson River. We got
into the water around 9:00
AM and began to float. The
water wasn’t extraordinarily
fast or high but both Adam
and I thought it would work.
We couldn’t have been more
wrong. About an hour and a
half into the trip all the water
seemed to disappear. Being
stubborn, we decided that
it was only temporary and
pushed on. Not too long after,
we discovered that our raft
was cut all the way across
the bottom and we were taking on water. Next thing we
knew, our telemetry gear is
sitting in a pool in the raft
and will no longer operate.
At that point our options had
faded so we started walking

continued next page
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Week 4: We started the week
working with Carl again and
going on a few bear calls in the
Tahoe area, but midweek we
had to drive out to Fallon to
meet up with biologist Jason
Salisbury. Once we met Jason
we headed to the Desatoya
Mountains to conduct some
sage-grouse brood surveys. We
first went to the Brown Ranch
and walked around the alfalfa
fields. I have never seen so
many sage-grouse! Although
it wasn’t a whole lot to Jason,
counting over 200 birds I
thought it was pretty good. We
spent the night in the Desatoyas and headed to the Smith
Creek Ranch in the morning to
do another brood survey. Once
again I was amazed on how
many birds we saw in only a
couple of hours of walking.
Week 5&6: Adam and I headed out to Winnemucca to work
with biologist Ed Partee. To
start, however; we did some
creel census work for Fisheries biologist Jim French. We
did creel census out at the Rye
Patch Reservoir. The census
consisted of walking around
and asking fisherman to
measure their fish, define the
species, and get information
on the angler, such as where
he is from, where he was
fishing, and how many were
in his party. Although there
weren’t too many fishermen
during these days it was still
a unique experience to be able
to interact with them. The
next day Ed took us out into
the Santa Rosas and showed

us where we would be doing
some bighorn sheep telemetry
later in the week. I was in
awe of how great the country
looked. The following Monday, we met up with nongame
biologist Brad Bauman to help
him pack supplies up to the
Pine Forest where he would be
catching chipmunks as part of
a new study. Although it was
a steep mountain and the five
gallons of water on my back
didn’t make it any easier, I did
eventually make it to the top
and dropped off the supplies.
To conclude our stay in Winnemucca, we spent a day in
the Montana Mountain Range
looking for horned lizards
(AKA horny toads) to see if
they were in the region. We
also headed back to the Santa
Rosas to set a mineral block
on a used bighorn path on the
top of the ridge. While there,
we did telemetry on a ewe
that might have had a lamb
pretty recently. Although we
saw many bighorns, we never
did see our ewe and weren’t
able to confirm her lamb.
Week 7: On Monday night
Adam, Mike Dobel and I
headed out to the Humboldt
sink to meet up with biologist Kyle Neil to do a duck
capture. Once it got completely dark we got onto an
air boat, used it and a spotlight to capture ducks for
banding. This was one of the
best activities I ever experienced. Once we had a lot of
ducks in the crate we would
head back to shore to draw
avian influenza samples and
to band the birds. It was
a great experience. From
there, the bear activity was
picking up on the Sierra
Front, so we were back with
Carl and his helper, Thad
Heater. We started by going
to Glenbrook to sedate a captured bear and checking on his
condition. We took his temperature, respiratory count, heart
rate, and blood samples. I also

it came time for the release we
had everybody ready, because
this was a big 500 pound black
bear. We had rubber bullets,
paintball guns, and Carl’s
Karelian bear dogs. Once the
gate was open the dogs were
released in an attempt to get
the bear moving and to tree it.
We also had lethal weapons on
hand in case the bear did turn
and attack the dogs. The dogs
did their amazing work and
chased the bear over the ridge.
Week 8: Unfortunately this
was my last week, but that
didn’t make it any less exciting. To start, Carl told me that
it was my turn to go up in the
air to try to get a signal on a
GPS collar that had fallen off
a bear. What an experience
it is to ride in a helicopter!
The view was amazing! We
went up over the Sierras into
the Glenbrook area and did
hairpin turns, loops, dropped,
shot up, it was extraordinary.
After about an hour of flying,
Carl had pinpointed the collar
pretty well. In my last days I
hiked around the mountain
with Adam and Thad trying
to locate the collar on foot.
Although we spent two good
days walking around a one
mile radius, the signal of the
collar got the best of us, and
we were unsuccessful in finding it.

retagged his ear with a new
ear tag. The following day California Fish and Game called
wanting assistance for a bear
release in Hope Valley. When

In conclusion, it is easy to see
how the summer was such an
amazing and beneficial opportunity. From chasing bears to
flying in helicopters I had the
time of my life. I want to thoroughly thank NBU and the Nevada Wildlife Record Book for
funding this great scholarship
program and for giving me
this rare extraordinary experience. Your amazing gesture
has forever changed my life.
I would also like to thank all
the biologists and NDOW staff
for taking me under their wing
and showing me such a great
time. n

LATHROP-CAPURRO
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

N

ow that summer
is over and school
has started, I
have my first
year of college to think
about. However, the memories and lessons learned in
the summer of 2008, and
all the great things to come
will always be on my mind.
This last summer was the
best that I can remember. I
was a proud recipient of one
of Nevada Department of
Wildlife’s (NDOW) LathropCapurro Memorial Scholarships this summer. I would
like to thank NDOW, Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited and the
Nevada Wildlife Record Book
Committee for all the great
opportunities that I was given this summer to learn and
assist others. This summer
made the career path that I
wish to pursue a clear path.
In my first year in the scholarship program, and being
from Gardnerville, I worked
in the Western Region of Nevada and had a great chance
to work with my classmate
Luke Wartgow (pictured left
at right), also a first-year recipient of a Lathrop-Capurro
Memorial Scholarship. this
made the summer even more
enjoyable, since we were in
the same graduating class.
The summer started off with
us working with biologist
Carl Lackey and his Karelian bear dogs, Striker and
Rooster. Working with Carl
was an absolutely great start
to the summer. It consisted
of strategically placing bear
traps to try to stop house
break-ins and garbage rummaging. The traps were set
with junk food to draw the
nuisance bears in. After the
bears were captured, they
were processed. This means
obtaining hair and blood
samples for research as well
as taking temperatures and
counting breaths to make
sure the bear was healthy. In
order to get this close to the
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We did sage grouse telemetry
on Tule Ridge where we used a
quad to get up the rough road,
and then walked all day to
find the elusive birds. Unfortunately, we got skunked that
day on grouse, but we did get
to see a doe deer with twin
fawns, which was an amazing
sight. We got to observe the
doe with her fawns for a while,
and I learned a lot about how
deer survive and reproduce in
the wild.

bear though, it needed to
be temporarily sedated.
To do this, we would use
a mixture of Telezol and
Xylezine to tranquilize
them. The dosage of the
tranquilizer is determined
by the size of the bear. The
blood and hair samples
were appropriately labeled
for later testing. After
a bear was processed, it
was replaced in the trap
to give it time to recover
from the sedative. When it
was awake, it was time to
release it. We would haul
the trap up to a predetermined remote location
and set the bear free. Carl
used his dogs to chase the
bear when it came out of
the trap to tree it and to
make sure its encounter
with humans was not a
good one, so that it would
hopefully not come back
around civilization. This is
called aversion threrapy.
While working with Carl,
we also got to learn how
to locate bears using radio
telemetry. Telemetry is essentially fixing the location
of a radio signal emitted by
a transmitter fastened to a
collar that is fitted on the animal. Tracking the signal leads
the listener to the animal.
This is truly an art and it
can be very difficult. The
radio signal can bounce off
landforms such as rocks
and mountains. It also can
disappear when you drop
into a hole in the landscape.
The best reception is always
obtained the higher you get.
When close enough to get a
signal with the antenna, the
box will start beeping. Another trick that can get you
is that the signal can go 180
degrees.This means that you
could possibly have a signal
two ways that are directly
opposite of each other. Using
your ears and gut feelings
comes in huge when its time
to pick which signal is the

strongest and which one
needs to be followed. We did
bear telemetry on Foothill
road near Genoa, in Little
Valley in the Sierras, as well
as North Shore and South
Shore Lake Tahoe. We got to
do a fair amount of telemetry with Thad Heater, who
works with Carl on a regular
basis. Working with Thad
was truly a treat. He is very
knowledgeable and taught
us a lot. He showed us how to
overcome all the tricks with
telemetry as well as speaking
to us on a variety of subjects
including deer and elk and of
course bears.
We got to do more than just
bear work with Carl though.
We got to go out to Mason
Valley and dispose of a couple
of beaver dams. The dams
needed to be broken up, because they were stopping the
water flow. We learned how
to safely mix and apply the

explosives. We also learned
how to set them up and the
correct procedure on how to
clear the area and ignite the
explosives. I think this was
one of the most fun experiences of the summer. In the
photo at left, Wartgow and I
stand at the ready with our
prepared charges.
After working with Carl
we ventured to Reno to
work with Chris Hampson
on bighorn sheep and sage
grouse telemetry. We did
sheep telemetry near Cold
Springs and in the Virginia
Mountains near Pyramid
Lake. In both instances, we
were looking for ewes with
lambs to determine if reports that they were there
were accurate and to see if
they appeared healthy. I had
never seen a bighorn sheep
in the wild before, so seeing
a healthy ewe with a healthy
lamb was a great experience.
continued next page
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Next, we traveled to Fallon to
work with Jason Salisbury
on some sage grouse brood
surveys. We did surveys at
both the Brown Ranch and the
Smith Creek Ranch. The birds
were everywhere which was
awesome to see! After having some dry and unproductive years, to see the birds in
numbers like that was great.
We also did surveys were
in the Desatoya Mountains
above the Smith Creek Ranch.
Jason taught us to search for
water holes and good cover
to try to find the birds. The
surveys consist of walking
through the grouse habitat
and jumping the birds up.
When they get up, it is our job
to not only count but also to
categorize the birds. The birds
fell into one of the following
categories: cock (male), hen
(female), or chick which could
be classified as class I, II, III
of IV. The numbers given to
chicks depended on their size,
one being the smallest and
youngest and four being the
biggest and most near adulthood. I thoroughly enjoyed
learning so much about this
beautiful bird.
Our next task was to head to
Winnemucca and assist Ed
Partee, Jim French, and Brad
Bauman in any way we could.
We helped out by doing various tasks around the office,
some fisheries projects, some
telemetry, and even a backpacking trip. In the fisheries department, we got to do
some creel census work at

Rye Patch reservoir and the
Humboldt River around Winnemucca. The fishing at Rye
Patch was down with the water, but we did get to see some
successful fishermen with
some nice fish. The majority
of fish caught were wipers,
which is a cross between a
white bass and a striped bass.
We got to do more sheep telemetry, this time in the Santa
Rosa Mountains north of
Winnemucca. We were searching for a ewe again, but this
time we were looking for the
whole group of sheep as well.
Our work for Brad included
two different projects. The
first was a backpacking trip
into the Pine Forest range. We
helped Brad pack some trapping supplies up to his camp
for his chipmunk research
project. It was a whole day affair and tested both our physical and mental strength, but it
taught me a lot about this particular range and about how to
keep working no matter how
hard it gets, because others
are depending on you. It was a
humbling experience.
The second project for Brad
was to do sage grouse brood
surveys in the Montana
Mountains, and looking for
horned toads at the same
time. We didn’t get to see any
of these lizards, but I still
learned about their daily
routine. The lizards will come
out into a two-track dirt road
in the morning to sun and get
warm for the day, and then
they go about their lives.
Unfortunately for us, it was an
overcast day which made the
lizards not venture into the
road and not allow us to see
them.
When we got back from Winnemucca, we got to go on a
duck capture and sample
collection with Kyle Neil and
Mike Dobel outside of Toulon.
After it got dark, we got our
nets and settled into the air
boat. The air boat was a lot of
fun all in itself. Another first

experience and one I will for
sure never forget. We rode
around in the boat looking for
ducks, and when we found
them, Kyle would spotlight
them from the driver’s seat
and Luke and I would catch
them and temporarily put
them in a crate for later
examination. We ended up
catching a variety of species,
including mallards, pintails,
blue wing and cinnamon teal,
and gadwalls. We banded and
sexed every duck that we
caught, and took samples from
the mallards and pintails for
disease examination. After
the ducks were examined and
banded, we released them into
the same water they came out
of. We got to go on two different runs of duck capturing and
sampling. All in all, the duck
capture was very informative
and very fun.
A great summer of new experiences and learning a lot of
new things, culminated back
working with Carl to finish
out the summer. We processed
more captured bears and released them. One release that
I particularly remember was
one that was a joint project
with California Department
of Fish and Game. For these
two releases, we had four bear
dogs. Striker, Rooster, Thad’s
dog Daisy who is Rooster’s
daughter, and another one of
his daughters who was with
the California officials, but her
name is evading me right now.
We went up into Hope Valley
to release the first bear. After
some careful calculations, Carl
decided the bear was upward
of 500 lbs. This bear was huge,
and to make it even more interesting, as soon as he came
out of the trap he stopped and
looked at me holding Striker.
As soon as I let the dog go,
the bear thought better of it
and took off. This bear was so
large that he would not tree
so the dogs had to chase him
all the way down the hill until
Carl blew his whistle and they
obediently came trotting back.

After this successful release,
we made our way to Genoa
Peak to release the other bear.
This one was much smaller
and was treed by the dogs,
but not until it came out of the
trap and turned, going a direction no one had expected. The
dogs treed the bear and we all
started hollering at it to keep
it up there, but to everyone’s
surprise, it came back down
and we got to watch the dogs
work again. Watching those
dogs work the bears so flawlessly was truly a great sight
and I will never forget it.
Although school has started
and it is also a new adventure,
I am sorry that the summer
is over. I leaned so much and
easily had the best summer of
my life, and even better, I have
taken a step forward towards
the career that I want to have
in my life. I am looking forward to having more opportunities like this past summer,
learning more about wildlife
biology and assisting NDOW
staff with there projects while
learning. I am excited about
continuing my education in
the field as well as the classroom so that I can work towards for a great career doing
meaningful work and being
happy to wake in the morning
and go to work. I am sure that
someone is doing paperwork
and has to be in the office
sometimes, so it is not all just
fun type of work. So I also look
forward to learning what it
takes to document sampling
information collected in the
field, and writing reports that
help NDOW manage the wildlife of Nevada.
Thank you again to NDOW, NBU
and the Nevada Wildlife Record
Book Committee and everyone
that that had an influence on
my summer experience. It was
great for me and I hope it was
equally as good for NDOW. This
type of work and the level of
responsibility required are the
career and lifestyle that I want
to pursue. n

OUR FRIEND
LARRY LANDA
Larry’s Character
by Don Hanks

W

hen Caleb asked
me to write an
article for the
NBU newsletter
about Larry Landa, I readily
agreed. Then it hit me, what
do you write about a dear
friend that you have lost?
The memories I have of
Larry and the time we spent
together in a two-man tent in
British Columbia or a cabin
in Russia or a safari camp in
Africa or a five-star hotel in
Mexico are very special. I’ll
try to write about some of
the experiences we shared.
Our first trip was a
Stone sheep hunt in British
Columbia with Collingwoods.
Larry had been on an
unsuccessful Stone sheep
hunt a couple years before
that. Those of you that knew
Larry will not be surprised
when I say he was a little
pessimistic. We arrived in
Smithers, B.C. and the next
day when we tried to fly into
camp the weather forced us
to turn back. The next 24
hours in a motel room with
him was quite an experience.
I thought he would wear
out the carpet from pacing
and the curtain rods from
opening and closing the
curtains to see what the
weather was doing. The
next day when he got in the
airplane, he tells me that he
gets sick in little planes, and
here I am sitting in front of
him. We had an uneventful
and luckily smooth flight into
camp. The next day when we
were riding to spike camp, I
told him that since he didn’t
get a sheep before that he
had first shot. About that
time, my guide, Tim, spotted
a ram. I told Reg that Larry
got first chance, but he said
no, since Tim found it I was
to go with him after the ram.
As I left with Tim, I could see
disappointment on Larry’s
face, but as we rode off, he
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wished me good luck. When
we made camp that night
with the ram, Larry was first
to congratulate me. The next
day, Larry killed a ram that
was bigger than mine. I’ll
never forget the smile on his
face when he came walking
off the mountain packing the
head and cape of his ram.
The next trip was
a combination moose,
caribou and goat hunt with
Collingwoods. Larry killed
a nice goat and a beautiful
black wolf. He really wanted
a moose, so Reg told him
to take his gun and make a
little circle above base camp
to hunt for moose. When
Larry started back to camp,
he got turned around in the
trees. He didn’t panic, he just
set up camp. When he was
found a couple hours later,
he had about a cord of wood
cut and stacked and a nice
shelter built.
After Larry went
through the initial surgeries
and treatments, he told me
that he wanted to go on some
international hunts. So when
my wife decided not to go
on a Russian bear hunt with
me, she asked Larry if he
would like to take her place.
He jumped at the chance
and we were soon on a plane
from Reno to Anchorage
to Petroplovask. After two
hours going through Russian
customs clearing guns and
passports, we were loaded
on a school bus with 10 other
American hunters for a 10
hour ride to a small town

where we would spend the
night before going into camp.
None of us were looking
forward to the trip until
our interpreter broke out 6
cases of flavored vodka and
4 cases of beer. Needless to
say, the trip was much more
enjoyable after that. The
jalapeno vodka was Larry’s
favorite. After spending the
night, we loaded on the bus
and went to the helicopter.
When Larry saw the old
Russian helicopter, he
said “we’re not getting on
that!” (along with various
adjectives and expletives).
Our camp consisted of a wood
cabin we shared with two
guys from Minnesota. Larry
couldn’t remember their
names, so he started calling
them both “Billy”. They were
pretty naïve and somewhat
pampered, so Larry had
a great time teasing and
joking with them. Larry
had lost his sense of taste,
so he ate everything. When
he was about half done with
the meal, he would look at
me and say “What does it
taste like?” I really didn’t
have the heart to tell him
the truth. The cook was the
wife of one of the guides and
the second day in camp, she
boiled a can of condensed
milk, which is like a Russian
candy, for us to try. Larry
knew exactly what it was as
his mom had fixed it for him
in sheep camp. Larry ate the
whole can, which made the
cook happy and every dinner
after that there was a can

of boiled condensed milk by
Larry’s plate.
When Larry decided to
take Kyle to Africa for his
high school graduation, he
asked me if I would go with
them since I had been there
before. I told him that I
would love to go. Larry and
Kyle were like little kids in a
candy store when they saw
how many different animals
they could hunt. The third
day of the hunt Kyle shot
four different animals, while
Larry was with another
guide. It took several Crown
Royal adjustments that
evening for Larry to settle
down so we could laugh
about it. He said that he was
going to have more money
wired to Africa so they could
finish the week.
Larry and I made five
trips to Mexico to hunt
doves. The rest of our group
included Frank Azcarate,
Martin Larraneta, Gene
Curti and Robert Cerfoglio.
You can imagine what it was
like for me with 3 Basques
and 2 Italians. Larry pretty
much kept all of us laughing
from the time we left Reno
until we returned. Gene told
us that he could understand
and speak Spanish, so when
the guides would start
talking, Larry would ask
Gene what they were saying.
Gene would say that he
didn’t know because they
talked too fast. Larry would
then give him hell about his
job of interpreter. As Larry’s
eyesight in his right eye
continued next page
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began to fail, he just switched
and started shooting lefthanded. When Larry missed
and the dove flew off, you could
hear him calling the bird some
choice names.
As much as Larry loved
to hunt, he loved to fly fish
just as much. We went on
several fishing trips together in
Wyoming, British Columbia and
Nevada. The trip in Wyoming
was a 30 mile horseback trip
into the head of the Yellowstone
River. This was a July trip, but
the snowdrifts were still belly
deep on a horse. After tipping
over a pack mule with all of our
gear (luckily not our fly rods),
Kyle was next in line. Larry
immediately yelled at him to
get off and lead his horse. The
fishing was fantastic and Larry
caught a bunch of fish and me
in the lip. In British Columbia
last summer, when someone
would catch a fish, Larry would
strip line fast and hook up also.
Then he would laugh and holler
that we had a double again.
I always admired Larry’s
family values, work ethic, and
his love and dedication to 4-H
and the Junior Livestock Show.
After serving on the Junior
Livestock Show Board several
years before Larry, I know that
situations arise that can really
test you. Larry always handled
them with diplomacy and tact
(just kidding), but he always
resolved them with the best
interests of the 4-H youth in
mind. NBU was another passion
of Larry’s. While serving as an
NBU board member, I can never
remember the camp package

at the dinner called “NBU
camp package”, it was always
“Larry’s camp package”. When
we would go through the dinner
auction items, Larry’s name
would be on approximately 30%
of the items that a director had
the responsibility to acquire for
the dinner.
In October 2008, I lost a
very close friend and hunting
and fishing companion. I know
I am not alone in saying we
are going to miss him, but the
memories I have of our times
together are golden and I
will always have them. I will
never drink a Picon Punch
again without first saluting my
special friend Larry Landa,
“The Little Basque”.

Larry’s Grin
by Larry Johnson

W

hile it seems that
I knew Larry
Landa forever, we
actually first met
when he joined the NBU-Reno
board of directors in the late
1980’s. We had a very strongwilled board with the likes of
Bill Balsi, Randy Venturacci,
Roy Walker, Rick Elmore,
and Jeff Martin. These guys
were all independent leaders
– no followers. Together we
forged the future of NBU with
the visionary foresight to
accumulate assets sufficient
to form the NBU Foundation
assuring funding for our wildlife
resources for perpetuity.
The discussions were often
lively (that’s the polite version)
– God how I miss those times. I
must be getting old! Larry was
as opinionated as the rest of us
and unwavering in his resolve.
He would get so worked up over
every detail on the night of the
NBU banquet, we would always
have to calm him down saying
“it’s ok, Larry, it will work out
ok” – what a perfectionist with
a mind for detail. He was a real
workhorse with tireless efforts
but always with his great sense
of humor.
My fondest memory of

Larry was perhaps during a
capture of California bighorns
along the Frazier River of
British Columbia in the 1990’s.
Before we developed our own
in-state nursery herds of
California and Rocky Mountain
bighorn, we generally went out
of state or country each year
for captures. A group of NBU
directors assisted (and paid
for capture expenses) NDOW
biologists with cooperation
of wonderful biologists and
sportsmen from British
Colombia. The capture was
by helicopter net gun, and in
those days we were the capture
crew. NDOW biologist, Mike
Dobel, did the net gunning
and we did the mugging –
bailing out of a perfectly good
helicopter to rustle down the
netted bighorns, blindfolding,
hobbling, and stuffing the sheep
into an airbag for air lifting
back to the staging area where
vita data (age, sex, condition,
etc.) was collected, ear tags
and radio collars installed,
shots given, and blood samples
taken. I remember Larry flying
back into the staging area
with bighorns slung under
the helicopter and another
clutched tightly in his lap in the
backseat. His infectious grin
was from ear-to-ear!
We drove non-stop with our
precious cargo back to Nevada
through a blinding snowstorm
to release the bighorns into
their new home – High Rock
Canyon. We pounded each
other on the back in joy of our
accomplishment – new bighorns
in yet another mountain range
that they had been absent in
for a century! Just look at that
population today – hundreds
of bighorn from that fledgling
reintroduction of 25 animals.
This is the greatest wildlife
success story in the world –
all due to the inspiration and
tireless efforts of the Larry
Landas of Nevada. Larry – you
gotta be proud!

Larry’s Passion

by Mike Bertoldi, NBU V.P.

I

first met Larry about
25 years ago at his
muffler business. We
discovered we had
a lot in common growing up
in Northern Nevada and a
strong love for the outdoors.
About 15 years ago he told
me about his getting involved
with Nevada Bighorns as a
board member. I could tell he
was very passionate about the
organization and its ability to
make a difference to Nevada’s
wildlife. When I became a
director in 2002 Larry was
battling cancer and appeared
to have it licked .Unfortunately
it returned but Larry battled
on with incredible grace and
dignity until his passing last
October. He continued his
considerable contribution to
NBU until 2007 when he finally
retired from the board. During
that time I never once heard
Larry complain about the
hand he was dealt. Larry was
a great inspiration to me and
other board members and is a
big reason NBU is where it is at
today. We will miss him greatly
and will try to live up to the
ideals and high standards he
left behind.

Larry’s Impact

by Jeremy Drew, President
Northern Nevada Chapter of
Safari Club International

L

arry’s work on
the NBU Board
ensured that the
opportunities
afforded to future generations
of sportsmen were better than
those he enjoyed. I will benefit
from his countless hours of
dedicated service and I will
strive to follow his example
knowing that it’s a tall task.
From now on when I reach the
top of a Nevada mountain at
sunrise and the cool breeze
whispers to me from the
heavens, I’ll think of Larry and
take comfort in the presence of
his spirit.
God Speed Larry!

WHERE DID HE
COME FROM?

W

e found him!
The “Shooter”.
After 10 days
of scouting and
17 days of hunting, covering what seemed to be every nook and cranny in our
designated area, and viewing, photographing, and/or
filming over 100 + Rams, we
finally had what we thought
was a “Shooter” in our spotting scope. Or maybe it was
just the fact that we were
down to one day left in my
hunt. For this area a 160”
or better California Bighorn
is well above average and
he appeared to have all the
necessary requirements.
This Ram was an older class
animal, sported great mass,
carried it well the length of
his horns, and had reasonable overall length. He was
an incredibly beautiful representation of his species.
The rut was well underway
and he was chasing a Ewe
while fighting off other suitors. What seemed like hours,
and over several miles traveled running back and forth
across the mountain after his
potential mate, he finally laid
down for a rest. The onset
of the rut, which under most
circumstance would prove to
be a valuable resource, was
making it extremely difficult
as the Rams where moving
constantly throughout the
day. Their quest for love was
motivating them to cover
great distances daily.
Knowing that this could be
our only chance, we gathered our gear and began our
pursuit. We crept up a steep
rocky hill and positioned
ourselves as close as we
could get without exposing
our location. The Ram was
still bedded down and was
now less than two hundred
yards away. From our position, I could only see the top
of his horns and only had a
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small window between two
sagebrush bushes to shoot
through. It now became a
waiting game to see when
he would get up. Once I was
calm and steady, my husband, Mike, asked if I wanted
him to get the Ram up, but
I was too nervous that he
would run, and I do not have
a lot of experience with moving targets. So, I waited. And
waited. Finally, my legs were
numb and my arm was going
to sleep. I figured it was now
or never, so I told Mike I was
ready. A couple not so original lamb baaas from Mike
and my “Shooter” stood up;
only now his vitals were covered by the Ewe who stood
up in front of him. I did not
have a clear shot. Seconds
later the Ewe took a few steps
forward and the Ram turned
to follow. He was now broad
side and only one or two
steps from moving out of my
window of view. Mike eagerly
whispered to shoot! As the
Ram started to take a step
forward, I steadied on the
target as I had done so many
times before at the shooting
range and took my shot….
Before I get too carried away
with the final moments of
this incredible hunt, I should
probably start my story from
the beginning so I can relive
the wonderful experience
I was so fortunate to share
with so many great people in
the mountains of Northern
Nevada.
My love for the outdoors and
hunting began my second
go-around with my then boyfriend Mike Belli. Mike and
I started our relationship as
High School sweethearts, and
even through the many years
we spent apart, we seemed
to have held a special bond
for one another. Mike’s crazy
passion for the outdoors,
most specifically hunting and
fishing, contributed greatly

to our initial demise. At
the time, I could not understand this crazy obsession
and thought there must be
something wrong with this
person. Little did I know! As
our hearts were brought back
together from a power much
stronger then ours, I discovered it was me that was
missing out on something
special. Mike was really not
this crazy person after all.
We have since married and
have now experienced many
memorable outdoor adventures together. This passion
is now in me, and I cherish
every opportunity that we
share together in the great
outdoors.
It all began the first part
of June 2008 when a good
friend, Mark Mannens,
notified my husband that I
had drawn a coveted California Bighorn Sheep Tag in
my home state of Nevada.
The Nevada Department of
Wildlife, as they do every
year, had finally posted the
Big Game Draw Results. This
is truly a once in a lifetime
hunt, if you are lucky, and I
had drawn having only eight
bonus points. Though I felt
for those who had many more
points and did not draw, I
was bound and determined
to make the most of this opportunity. You can’t imagine
the excitement in our family
and within our close group of
friends. This was one of only
two sheep tags that our family has drawn in well over 20
years of applying.
My husband and our nephew,
Jeremy Drew, immediately
began the pre-hunt preparations. Mike contacted
the Nevada Department of
Wildlife and acquired a list of
tag holders that had hunted
the unit in previous years. He
talked to all those that were
willing to share information.
We also had many conversa-

tions with the area’s wildlife
biologist and gained valuable insight on the general
areas in which the sheep
are located and their typical
habits. We were already very
familiar with the roads and
wilderness access points in
this unit as Mike had spent
countless hours over the
years chasing the elusive Nevada Chuckar Partridge that
inhabit this region. Mike and
Jeremy scoured topographical maps looking for water
sources and good sheep habitat. They were in search of
those remote areas that may
allow a Ram to reach its true
trophy potential.
Then the scouting began.
The unit I had drawn was
within a couple hours of our
home and thus afforded us
the opportunity to spend
time in the field. We began
pre-hunt scouting the second
week in July and continued
every weekend until the hunt
started. We were determined
to make this a family experience and to make the most
of this opportunity. At any
given time, we had our kids
and different family members
and friends with us. We really
wanted to make this a positive experience for everyone
who came to help, which for
the most part it was. Our
scouting consisted of locating
good sheep habitat, finding
good vantage points to scope
out these area’s, countless
hours in the early mornings
and evenings glassing, finding new areas in the middle
of the days, and stopping in
the evening to enjoy a backof-the truck camp out wherever the sun went down.
During our time scouting, we
sited and document the location of many Rams. We filmed
and/or photographed those
that we felt were potential
“Shooters”. We studied the
films and photographs when
continued next page
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in a competitive battle. We also
thought by some chance that
this Ram may elude the other
hunt group long enough to
extend beyond the time scheduled for their hunt, and that
we may get another chance at
a later date.
The second day brought the
siting of numerous Rams,
but none that we wanted to
pursue. When we returned
to camp, we heard that the
outfitter and his client shot
a ram that sounded a lot like
“Big Daddy”. We drove over to
their campsite to check it out.
It was him. We were disappointed that he was gone, but
happy for the hunter who harvested him. They were very
nice folks and we chatted for a
while about their hunt.

we had free time during the
week days. We tried our best
to field judge each ram to determine a rough score and or
a unique trait. None of us had
a lot of experience field judging sheep, but we were bound
and determined to gain that
knowledge how prior to the
hunt. My 10 year old daughter Jordyn and Jeremy began
naming the Rams that made
our short list. We had “Pretty
Boy”, who had everything we
were looking for, but just not
enough. Then there was the
“One Horn Wonder” who was
the biggest ram we had seen,
but there was only one horn.
We saw “6/8”, who was an outstanding Ram, but one horn
appeared boomed off 6 to 8
inches shorter than the other.
Another ram we nicknamed
“Big Fuzzy”. He appeared to
be a rather large ram, but out
of the two pictures we had of
him, both where fuzzy, and we

couldn’t get a good look. The
one at the top of the list, and
the one I was really after, we
nicknamed “Big Daddy”. All
the way around, he looked like
a “Shooter”. Going into the
hunt “Big Daddy” would be my
number one Ram with “6/8” a
close second.
The start of the hunt finally
arrived, and we were prepared
to initially stay for 10 days. We
would hunt weekends for the
remaining season if not successful. Opening day, Mike and
I decided to sit a point above
a remote watering hole that
we were sure Big Daddy was
consistently using. Jeremy,
his friends Caleb and Josh,
and Mike’s cousin Scott were
to glass from other vantage
points in the immediate area.
We had last seen “Big Daddy”
in the area two days before
the opener. When we got into
position (after walking a few

miles uphill!), we noticed that
an outfitter and his group were
right across the draw from
us. We saw them, they saw us,
but nobody wanted to move.
After waiting it out all day, we
left without seeing the ram
we were looking for. The other
members of our group were
also unsuccessful at locating
our number one Ram as well.
The next day, we decided to try
a different area so we wouldn’t
run into the same group of
hunters again. Though “Big
Daddy” was an incredible
Ram, we were confident that
over a two month season we
could find another Ram equally as nice or better. We didn’t
want to spend our time on a
hunt of this caliber dueling
it out with another hunting
party. The unit encompassed
a large geographical area and
held a large population of
Rams to spend too much time

What to do next. We thought
about going after “6/8” or
some of the other sheep we
had heard about or seen. We
had several days left in our
initial 10 day hunt, so we had
plenty of time to find another
ram. Or so we thought. We
hunted hard the rest of the
remaining days looking for
what we classified as a “Shooter”. We looked over numerous
Rams during the initial outing
and scouted out other areas
that we were unable to spend
time in during our pre hunt
adventures. We could not find
a Ram that I was willing to
put my tag on this early in the
season. We even located a Ram
that we were sure was”6/8”
one morning less than 100
yards off a road. We looked
him over for at least an hour
and decided he was not as big
as we had thought and had
way too much broomed off the
one Horn. Little did we know!
The following weekend Mike,
Jeremy and our son Jake spotted a band of four Rams. Two of
the Rams appeared to be rather
large with both sporting very
similar horn configurations.
continued next page

Where Did He Come From? continued
They were very heavy, had
great length on the left horn,
and were both broomed off
on the right side. One of the
Rams though, all around, was
considerably bigger. Jeremy
immediately said that the
bigger Ram was “6/8”. Jeremy had initially located and
filmed “6/8 “ on a pre-hunt
scouting trip that Mike and
I were unable to attend, so
he had more time in observing him in the field. After
carefully looking them over
through the spotting scopes,
we came to the realization
that the smaller of the two
was the Ram that Mike and
I had watched for so long on
our first outing, the one that
we had mistakenly identified
as “6/8”. His horn structure
was so similar, and now we
could see how that could
have happened. We also discovered that his right horn
was not broomed off as much
as we originally thought as
it flared out more at the end
then the left side did. It was
maybe 3-4 inches shorter.
This Ram was the real deal!
It was getting towards evening, and we knew that we
must make our move quickly,
so we made a game plan.
Jeremy and Jake would stay
back and watch through the
spotting scopes while Mike
and I made the sneak. We
snuck down a draw and out
of sight. We crept up the draw
and positioned ourselves in a
rock pile below the now bedded Rams. This was as far as
we could go. As I situated myself for the shot, Mike ranged
the distance. He was 340
yards laying down straight
up hill. It seemed like I had
all the time in the world to
shoot, and with Jake and Jeremy looking on from another
hill and Jordyn nearby with
cousin Scott, I was excited
that they were all with us
and could take part. Unfortunately, I was unable to connect. I shot a little low and
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hit a rock directly in front of
him. My husband said it was
a tough shot since he was lying down, but I think he was
just making me feel better. I
was pretty upset. After now
observing him from close
quarters, we new this Ram
was much bigger then we
had originally thought. That
made my miss even worse.
Of course after my missed
shot, I lost my confidence. We
had one more opportunity
the next day, but a blown
sneak blew the Rams out of
their summer digs. We tried
to relocate these rams all the
rest of that day to no avail.
The rut was progressively
ramping up and our Ram was
never again seen in his summer haven. We did locate him
every weekend up until the
last weekend. He was always
several miles from where we
had worked him the previous
weekend. It made it almost
impossible to initiate a game
plan and put it into play as
this Ram never stood still.
It was truly incredible to
observe the miles he was putting on daily looking for the
right partner. The last time
we spotted him he was many
miles away from any access
point within an area designated as wilderness.
Our last weekend to hunt was
only a few days away. Due
to work obligations, it was
impossible for me to take any
more time off; therefore, I
had one weekend left to hunt.
As panic set in, Mike decided
he would take the Thursday
and Friday off prior to my
arrival to see if he could
relocate “6/8” or another
“Shooter”. When I arrived on
Friday night, Mike informed
me that he had not located
“6/8”; however, he had found
Fuzzy and another great
Ram that we needed to get a
better look at.
The next morning could not
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Mike Belli with his wife’s Ram
come fast enough. As the sun this incredible animal.
came up we were perched up
on a vantage point that Mike
After what seemed like hours
had observed the Rams from
taking pictures and relivthe previous two days. The
ing our special adventure, it
Rams we were looking for
was time for the real work
were nowhere to be found. We to begin. Any other weekend
sited several smaller Rams,
we would have had plenty of
but even as our last days
help preparing my trophy
were upon us, they were not
for transport and packing it
what we where looking for.
out to our vehicle; however,
At around one o’clock that
the majority of our normal
afternoon, our luck was to
hunting posse had other comchange for the best. There he
mitments and were unable
was, the ram Mike wanted to
to join us. As we were well
get a second look at. Boy was
prepared, Mike and I where
he right. This Ram was inpoised for the task ahead.
credible! Where did he come
After a several hour pack, we
from? We had spent numerarrived at our vehicle well
ous hours during the previafter dark. The ride back to
ous weeks in this area and
camp was very calming and
had never seen him before.
provided me the opportunity
to reflect on all of the wonIt was now or never. After
derful experiences we shared
all the effort and help we
on this great hunt.
received from family and
friends, I had a lot of presI would like to thank Nevada
sure on my shoulders. I
Bighorns Unlimited, Nevada
didn’t want to let anyone
Department of Wildlife and
down, and did not want to go
all the special interest groups
home empty handed after all
and individuals that have
the work that was put into
made this California Bighorn
my hunt. So, when we came
Sheep hunt possible. This
upon the “shooter”, I was
is an area that sheep were
determined to hit my mark.
reintroduced into several
When I first shot, I thought I
years back and have since
saw the ram go down. Howflourished. Great job to all!
ever, while we were walking
Thanks again for this once in
over to the spot, my husband
a lifetime opportunity.
noticed a ram standing not
far away. My heart dropped.
After the official drying peI thought I had missed again! riod, my Ram measured 163
Then we saw the horns shin6/8 B&C points. Wow! n
ing in the sun and lying in the
Written by Lynne Belli
brush. What an unbelievable
feeling as we walked up upon

T

he Nevada
Department of
Wildlife would
like to take this
opportunity to extend
our thanks to Nevada
Bighorns UnlimitedReno, Nevada Chukar
Foundation, Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited Fallon, Pershing County
Chukars Unlimited and
the Wildlife Heritage
Trust Account.
Without the help from
these organizations

contributing funds
along with the Heritage
Trust Account, we
would not have been
able to purchase
this new Kenworth
truck. The truck will
be used on habitat
enhancement projects
throughout the state. Its
primary use will be for
transporting materials
and equipment needed
during the construction
of water developments.
It has already been used

on several projects.
This vehicle is a
considerable upgrade to
the recently surveyed
truck and will meet our
needs when building
water developments. We
are all looking forward
to another productive
year contributing water
developments to our
ever-expanding wildlife
populations. The water
development program
would not be possible
without your generous

donations and support.
It’s inspiring to know
that groups such as
yours understand the
importance that water
developments have in
our great state. From
the water development
crew, we again would
like to say thanks. n
NDOW Water
Development Crew
Clint Garrett
and Kenny Pirkle

JOE GILL’S
LAMOILLE RAM

L

amoille Canyon
is about 20 miles
outside Elko,
Nevada and has a
scenic byway up to 8000 feet
elevation. At the upper half
of the canyon you can usually
see mountain goats and in
the lower half of the canyon,
Rocky Mountain bighorn
sheep. The largest group I’ve
seen was a few years ago and
consisted of around 25 head.
I’ve stalked some smaller
rams off and on throughout
the years and usually get
yearly video. In the fall
of 2008, I had just gained
visitation with my three year
old daughter, Sierra, from
California, and I was anxious
to share the many new things
that northeast Nevada had
to offer her. I wanted her to
experience the same things
her Daddy had grown up
experiencing. So, I decided
to take her on a late morning
drive up the canyon to share
her first snow with her, as
there was the year’s first
accumulation up top.
As usual, I kept an eye
on the cliffs as we wound
our way up the lane-and-ahalf asphalt road winding
up the canyon. If the sheep
are there, they are usually
in the same general area. By
now, I am used to seeing ewes
and small rams, so it took
me completely by surprise
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to look up and see this 3/4
curl ram looking down at me
from no more than 30 feet up
the cliff. I was so surprised,
that I actually sideswiped
the guardrail with the
right front fender on
the car! I quickly
stopped the car
and “walked”
around to
unlatch my
daughter
from her
carseat.
How lucky
for her to
see her
first wild
bighorn (not
to mention
he had a ewe
and a lamb right
there with him...a
family) so big and
so close! A quick
examination of the fender
of the care proved acceptable
for the experience we were
having. I immediately fired
up the camcorder. Because of
poor planning (and my luck)
a weak battery netted us only
a minute or two of footage.
I was in the midst
of sharing all this with
my daughter (who was
as excited as I was) and
snapping still photos,
when I happened to spot a
smaller ram walking down
a gap right up above us un-

detected! Many experiences
of observing wildlife during
the mating season with my
father gave me an idea of

what was to come. BUT OH
NO, my video camera was
dead! I quickly “learned”
how to use the video function
on my digital camera as I
prepared for what might
unfold above us on the ledge
only 30 feet above. Upon the
arrival of the smaller ram,
who immediately showed
his intent on getting to
the ewe, a small shoving
match commenced for a few
minutes before the smaller

ram realized the futility in
taking on this “monarch
of the Rubies.” As I stood
leaning against my car, while
my daughter was perched on
the roof, we watched for over
15 minutes as a hit-and-run
game commenced between
the two rams. At one
point, I about grabbed
my daughter and
dove behind the car
as the large ram
shoved the smaller
off the ledge
DIRECTLY above
us. He actually
momentarily lost
his balance and
came roaring down
the bank collecting
himself on the
roadway about 10 feet
DIRECTLY IN FRONT
OF US! HE then turned
sharply and trotted up the
road only to work his way
back up and commence the
game all-over again. After
a time, the smaller ram
seemed to tire and paused
just up the hill, as the large
ram continued on feeding
between the small ram and
the ewe. I was so thankful for
the footage and pictures that
I was able to obtain as well
as the experience with my
daughter. We left the small
group of sheep and continued
up the canyon to enjoy the
rest of the day in the snow. n
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